The nature of work is changing at an exceedingly fast pace, producing new business challenges that affect where and how people work. These issues ultimately impact your business drivers, culture, and workplace design—a fact organizations like yours deal with every day.

Suite is a premier private office and collaborative spaces collection—and so much more. Its adaptable solutions respond to your brand, culture, workstyle, and space efficiency needs, leading to organizational success.
Culture serves as a catalyst for engagement, collaboration, and innovation. The power of blending corporate culture and brand with that of individuals requires spaces that reflect their personal expression in a corporate environment. Leaders are champions for driving culture and brand evolution—and their spaces should reflect these demands.

LEADERS SET THE BAR FOR CULTURE AND BRAND

Design freedom for custom spaces
Suite’s visual range—from restrained to expressive—and handcrafted components help create approachable spaces that convey the distinct characteristics of personal brand. Suite allows for design freedom to create a custom space that reflects unique preferences.

Visual sophistication
Each office is manufactured through an intricate process that includes veneer matching to create the visual cohesiveness required for an elegant space. A wide array of finish and accent tile options create a mix of tactile and visually inviting materials, adding color, texture, and warmth to the space.

Details that differentiate
Less formal, organic worksurface shapes optimize space while diminishing hierarchies—enabling informal, authentic interactions and greater collaboration. A clean, streamlined aesthetic is achieved by minimizing hardware and disruptions of the veneer. Horizontal lines and lighter scale components convey a residential look.
REAL ESTATE IS AT A PREMIUM

Organizations are constantly pressured to do more with less. Square footage per employee has decreased by 30 percent in recent years, and is expected to decrease further. When workers spend only 40 to 50 percent of their time at their desks, organizations seeking to maximize space require smart, multi-use, and agile products that improve efficiency while supporting the diverse ways people work.

Efficient footprints
Suite utilizes vertical space to optimize real estate. The multi-purpose work wall provides individual and collaborative space in one compact, secure component. Reference shelves keep materials at fingertips, allowing for everything to be displayed. Clever shallow depth storage solutions with sliding doors and side access help reduce scale and visual clutter while making the most of the footprint.

Multi-use versatility
Suite utilizes space efficiently by helping organizations align space with a wide range of activities—from a heads-down retreat to a high performance meeting space. Multi-functional workspaces accommodate a range of occupants, including individual users and collaborative teams. Smart “micro-offices” and touchdown spaces offer a wide array of storage, such as personal storage credenzas, which turn a private office into a conference room—and back again.
WORKSTYLES ARE CHANGING

New work paradigms require mobility among people who engage in a range of activities throughout the day. Organizations need workspace solutions that integrate technology and complement unique workstyles among a dynamic workforce that spans generations. At the same time, new, collaborative leadership models that recognize the value of human capital require more transparency—creating a need for multi-functional, informal spaces.

People preferences

Suite’s breadth of capabilities accommodates technology, supports a variety of workstyles, and fosters collaboration. Analog display tools such as magnetic glass and fabric tackboards provide tactile capabilities to fit workstyles and complement visual display tools such as reference shelves. Height-adjustable components suit ergonomic needs for seated or standing postures while empowering people to collaborate more easily around standing height surfaces.

Transitions made easy

Sliding blotters on desks and credenzas offer easy access to power and technology tools for a seamless user experience, where everything is in reach. Reveal/conceal components offer a mix of storage and display, providing smooth transitions from individual tasks to conference activities in an inviting setting. Personal storage credenzas keep items secure when the primary occupant is away, or when spaces are shared by multiple users.
Accommodating changing business needs has an impact on your workplace design. Suite helps you support your facilities objectives with flexible solutions that enable a variety of workstyles and meet the aesthetic demands of your brand, all while optimizing shrinking real estate footprints.

Let us help you leverage Suite's customized details to foster the culture that keeps people engaged at work.

To learn more, contact your local Haworth dealer.
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